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ABSTRACT 
The algebra over an algebraically closed field K generated by the similarity 
classes of matrices with entries in a field k and with the operations of direct sum and 
direct (tensor) product proved to be semisimple. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Two square matrices S, T with entries in a field k are similar in k, S k T, 
if there is a nonsingular matrix P with entries in k such that S = P - ‘TP. Let 
@ (k) be the set of all similarity classes [S] of matrices S with entries in k. On 
M (k) define addition by 
and multiplication by 
[S][T]=[SxT]. 
(Here S X T is the direct product of matrices.) Extend this structure in a 
natural manner to a commutative algebra M(k) over an algebraically closed 
field K of characteristic zero. A character of a commutative algebra A with 
identity element over the field K is a nonzero homomorphism +: A+K. A is 
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semisimple if for each nonzero a E A there is a character 9 of A such that 
a+#O. The main result of this work is 
THEOREM 1. M (k) is semisimple. 
The algebra M (k) may be identified with the representation algebra (cf. 
Green [3], p. 607) of a free semigroup G on one generator x, or equivalently 
of I’(k, G), the polynomial algebra in one variable x over k. For if S is a 
square matrix, the k-linear homomorphism defined by x-S gives a repre- 
sentation of T(k, G), with representations defined by matrices S and T being 
equivalent if and only if S L T. 
2. SOME STATEMENTS ABOUT MATRICES 
Let k’ be the algebraic closure of k and [S]’ the class of all matrices 
similar to S in k’. The map [ S]+[ S]’ embeds M (k) in M (k’) [l, Theorem 
29.71. Thus it suffices to prove the theorem when k is algebraically closed. 
Write M = M (k). Let (n), denote the n X n matrix with diagonal entries 
p, superdiagonal entries 1 and all other entries 0. Let [n], denote the 
similarity class of (n),. By using the classical canonical form of a matrix we 
obtain a basis {[a],, n=l,2,3...; p E k} of M. Let M,, M, and M’ be the 
subspaces of M with bases {[n],, n = 1,2,3,. , . }, {[n],, ta = 1,2,3,. . , } and 
{[n],, n=l,2,3 ,...; ~Elk-(0)) respectively. For p#O, (n),~(l),X(n),; so 
[nip= [ll,[nL and ~~l,~~l,=~~l,,~~l,t~l,. Hence
2.1 (a) M, and M’ are subalgebras of M with M > M’> M,. 
2.1 (b) M’=T(k*)CQKM1, where r( k*) is the group algebra over K of 
the multiplicative group k* of k. 
Also, since (n), X (m), has all characteristic roots zero, [n],[m], E M0 and 
so 
2.1 (c) M, is an ideal of M. 
Thus we may write M as the direct sum of subspaces: 
2.1 (d) M=(I’(k*)@KM,)CBM,. 
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3. SOME LEMMAS ABOUT ALGEBRAS 
In this section all algebras will be commutative algebras over an algebrai- 
cally closed field K. Tensor products will be over K. 
LEMMA 1. If A and B are semisimple algebras, so is A@ B. 
Proof. Let {u,, (Y E I}, { ofl, p EJ} be bases of A, B respectively. Define 
characters up of A@ B by choosing characters n,$ of A, B and setting 
(% @ @$ = (%77)(Up#). If z= I: capua @ z’p, then x+ = 0 for all- such + only if 
C,,p{c,pu,@~P}~=O for all TJ and 4. This implies that (C,C,~U,)~=O for 
each n and so cap = 0 for all (Y and ,8. Thus z = 0. n 
LEMMA 2. Let A,cA,cA,c*.. be a chain of semisimple algebras 
such that for all i each character of Ai may be extended to a character of 
Ai+l* Then A = u Ai is semisimple. 
Proof. Each nonzero a E A is contained in some Ai. We may choose a 
character + of Ai such that a$#0 and extend + step by step to a character of 
A. n 
COROLLARY 1. Let {l} c C, c C, c C, c . . . be a chain of cyclic groups 
with C= u Ci. Then the group algebra A of C over K is semisimple. 
Proof. Let Ai be the group algebra of Ci over K; then A = u Ai. Let yi 
generate Ci. It is well known that Ai is semisimple with characters +c given 
by y&e = 6, where e is any nonzero element of K if Ci is infinite and an n,th 
root of unity if Ci has order nj. In either case the index Ci+ i : Cl = mi is finite, 
and so & may be extended to a character of Ai + 1 by setting yi + i& to equal 
an m,th root of Y~“+;+~. n 
COROLLARY 2. Zf A,cA,cA,c*~. is a chain of finite-dimensional 
semisimple algebras, then A = u Ai is semisimple. 
Proof. The characters 4 of Aj are associated with a decomposition of 
the identity as the sum of orthogonal primitive idempotents ei of A, with 
aei = (a3)ej, a E Ai. Writing ej = eii + . * . + ejl as the sum of orthogonal 
primitive idempotents ejl E Ai + 1, the character $ of Ai + 1 associated with ei, 
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is an extension of +i; for if aEA,, then (a$,)ei,= aeil= a(eieil)=(a+i)eil, and 
so aqll = a3 for all a E Ai. n 
LEMMA 3. T(k*) is semisimple. 
Proof. From Fuchs [2, p. 2981, k* is isomorphic to the (weak) direct 
product IIC(q”)XIIR +, where R + is the additive group of rationals and 
C (q “) the group of all qith roots of unity, i = 1,2,3,. . . , with q a prime not 
equal to char k; the first product is over all such q and the second is of either 
a null or infinite set of copies of R +. C (q”) and R + are each the union of a 
chain of cyclic groups, and so I’( C (4”)) and I’(R ‘) are semisimple by 
Lemma 2, Corollary 1. 
Writing k*=IIAEA h, G each element of k* is a “vector” v =(. . .,gA,. . .) 
with one component g, from each G, and all but a finite number of g, = eh, 
the identity of G,. Let Gh be a character of P( G,); then e,cPx = 1. Define 
v+ = &,,*( g,+,)-all but a finite number of terms g,+, are unity-and 
extend linearly to a character of lY(k*). The argument of Lemma 1 may be 
reiterated a finite number of times 
n=O. 
to show that z+ = 0 for all such + only if 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Formulae for multiplication in M when char k=O are given by 
Littlewood [5, pp. 196, 1971. When char k = p, rules for the decomposition of 
products in M can be derived from the work of Srinivasan [7] and Ralley [6]. 
Further, the elements { [n],, n = 1,2, . . . , p’} correspond to the isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable modular representations of a cyclic group of order 
pt; they thus form a subalgebra ME of M, (see Green [3]). Green proved M: 
is semisimple. (A shorter proof is given by Hannula, Ralley and Reiner [4].) 
We record and supplement formulae for decomposition of products. 
LEMMA 4. Forn>m: 
(a) 
m-l 
[nldmlo=2 izI [ilo+(n-m+l)[m]o. 
(b) For p # O> 
[nl p[mlo= +1w 
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(c) Zf chark=O and y,u#O, 
[n],[mlv= 2 [n+m+l-2i],,. 
i=l 
Proof. For char k = 0 these results are obtained by Littlewood [5]. We 
will show that the proofs in (a), (b) are independent of chark. (i),, is nilpotent 
of degree i; rank( i)h- ’ - rank( i& = 1 for r < i and 0 for r > i. Let A = C(i), 
consists of diagonally placed blocks ( i)O. Then rankA r-l - rank A ’ equals the 
number of components of A of dimension > r- 1. Thus rank A ‘- ’ - 
2rankA’+rankA’+’ equals the number of components of A of dimension 
equal to r. 
If (uii) = A = (m&x (n),, n > m, then A ’ consists of blocks (m& placed 
along the rth superdiagonal, i.e., in the positions of the n - r submatrices 
( uqm +s c4 + +, + J, s, t = 1, . . . , m, defined for 4 = 0, 1, . , . , n - r - 1. Thus rank A r 
= (m L r)(n - r) for r < m and 0 for r > m. (a) follows immediately. 
If A =(m&X(n),, A’ consists of (m - r) blocks (n& along the rth 
superdiagonal rankAT= (m - r)n for r < m and 0 for r > m, from which (b) 
follows. n 
LEMMA 5. The linear functions 4 : M-K, j = 1,2,3,. . . &fined by 
I 
if v#O, 
[n]&= 1-j if v=O, n>j, 
0 if Y=O, n<j, 
form a family F, of characters of M. 
Proof. It is elementary to verify that +i is consistent with the product 
formulae in Lemma 4(a), (b). 4 restricted to M’ is a homomorphism. Since 
M = M, + M’, multiplication in M is completely determined by multiplica- 
tion in M’ and formulae (a) and (b), and $ is a character of M. n 
LEMMA 6. M, is semisimple. 
Proof. 
Case 1: chark=O. From Lemma 4(c), for n > 2, [n+1]1=[n],[2],- 
[n - III. Setting Q (IlId = [21’:, Q ([W = PI, and Q (in + 1lA = PII0 UnlJ - 
Q ([n - l]J for n > 2, we recursively and uniquely write each [ iI1 as a 
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polynomial in [2],; for each w E M, we may define Q(w) in a natural linear 
manner. Thus M, is isomorphic to a polynomial algebra in one variable over 
K. For each LY EK define Q, :Mi+K by Qa(w)= Q(~)EK. Then Q, is a 
character of M,. For o#O, Qa (0) #O for some (Y. 
Case2: chark=p. M,= uoo t_ ,Mi, and each M: is semisimple. The result 
follows from Lemma 2, Corollary 2. n 
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemmas 1, 3 and 6 and 2.1(b), M’ is 
semisimple. Each character + of M’ may be extended to a character of M by 
setting [n],+ = 0 for all n. Let F, be the family of these characters. 
Let O#W=W,+W,E M, w1 E M’, w,E MO. If w,=O, then there exists 
+EF, such that w$=w&#O. For if w2=Xcn[n],, c,,EK, let N={maxn:c, 
ZO}. Then w&,_i= c,#O. If w,#O, there exists GE F2 such that w+=w,+ 
#O. Thus M is semisimple. n 
5. REPRESENTATION ALGEBRA OF AN INFINITE CYCLIC GROUP 
We may extract from the above a result concerning the representation 
algebra A (kZ) over K of an infinite cyclic group Z generated by X. The 
representations of Z over a field k are given by x+S, where S is any 
nonsingular matrix over k. Thus A(kX) is isomorphic to M’(k). 
THEOREM 2. The representation algebra of an infinite cyclic group is 
semisimple. 
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